
Price Effects on Demand- rise, dalo and cassava? 

The previous lecture we looked at the income effects on demand, derived Engel 

curves, and looked at some rough data from the Fiji HIES which gave us an 

interesting perspective on how Fiji’s patterns of demand may be changing with 

changes in income. 

 

Just as important is the price effects on demand- I will focus on the main 

structure- we don’t want to be side-tracked by minor academic issues such as 

Giffen goods etc. 

 

We can begin with the two good situation, with the price of one changing: we 

derive the “price consumption curve” which is still NOT the demand curve. 

 

If we have two goods, X and Y.  And the price of one of them (say Py) declines. 

 

Then we know the budget line moves out. 



Consumer with given income, is in equilibrium on U1 consuming X1 and Y1 

Faces a reduction in the price of X, so can buy more of X 

The budget line swings out from A to B to C 

Giving changes (usually increases) in X consumed   

depending on the relative preferences, or the indifference curve map of the consumer 

a Quantity of Y 
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C B A 



For example, the indifference curves could be drawn as shown 

With quantity demanded increasing to X2 (a big increase)  

but then next to X3 (a small increase) 
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Y1 

C B A 
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And if you joined up the equilibrium points (the heavy dots) 

Then you get the “price consumption curve”  

(Note: this is not a demand curve) 
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Price consumption curve 



The slope of the price consumption curve tells you whether the good X 

Has “elastic” demand, “inelastic” demand, or unitary elasticity 

Can see from the graph that positive slope has smaller change in X  

than the negative slope 

And the horizontal one is in-between. 
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Slope of the Price consumption curve 

Tells you whether the demand is inelastic 

elastic or unitary 



To derive the demand curve- assume that the Y axis represents money  

or “everything else that money can buy” (it intersects the vertical axis where X =0); 

 and as the price of X declines,  Say from P1, to P2 to P3 to P4,  the budget line swings out 

there will be new equilibrium points 
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Think now: where you place the next indifference curves, will determine how much extra 

of the good X this consumer will demand.  X2, X3 and X4. 

If the consumer’s preferences are such that a reduction in the price of X leads him to 

demand a lot more of X,  the indifference curves will spray out to the right. 
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Like these curves, giving you quite large increases in commodity X demanded 
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So just plot the points (X1, P1),  (X2, P2),  (X3, P3),  (X4, P4). Join these points up  

and you have the normal downward sloping demand curve  

for this one consumer demand seems to increase quite buoyantly 

-  remember the term “elastic demand”? 
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Of course, perhaps for another consumer,  when the price of X drops,  

the consumer does not particularly want too much more of it,  

perhaps more of other things. 

And the indifference curves will therefore move only slowly out to the right 

But more upwards, as indicated here 
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Like these curves, giving you quite small increases in commodity X demanded 

And that will be reflected in the slope of the curve you get when you plot the points 

 (X1, P1),  (X2, P2),  (X3, P3),  (X4, P4)  
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So again, just plot the points (X1, P1),  (X2, P2),  (X3, P3),  (X4, P4) 

Noting that X1, X2, X3 and X4 are now very close together.  

And you will now have a much steeper demand curve 

Remember the term “inelastic demand”? 

And “perfectly inelastic” demand curve would be vertical or horizontal? 
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We are not going to go into the details of the odd-ball case where 

When the price of X falls, the next utility curve is placed in such a position 

That the new equilibrium situation results in less X being demanded 

X2 is to the left of X1,  

and the resultant demand curve is upward sloping:  the strange Giffen Paradox  

(where the income effect over-rides the price substitution effect) 
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Also: the splitting of the price effect into the “income effect” and the “price effect” 

The income effect: depends on whether the good is superior, normal or inferior 

The two parallel purple lines give you the effective increase in income; 

Position of curve U2 will determine the income effect.  

The price substitution effect (AB) is already there: must indicate increase in demand 
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Once you have the individual demand curves for each consume, then just aggregate 

horizontally for all consumers too obtain the market demand.  Hence at price P1, you add 

horizontally, (P1A + P1B)  to get P1C or X1 + X2 = (X1+X2) at point C 

Similarly, at price P2,   X3 + X4 gives you point F. 

Do this for all the consumers in the economy, to obtain market demand curve for X. 

Usually down-ward sloping. 
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Let us now look in detail at price elasticities of demand 

critical for a variety or reasons 

Many price changes taking place in the world, absolutely and relatively 

 

Both in the short term;  

 

And over the long term. 

 

Must have impacts on demand and consumption 

 

eg changes in the long term real price of rice or flour, compared to that of dalo 

 

eg changes in the long term real price of kerosene compared to that of firewood 

 

eg changes in prices of labour and tractor. 



Point price elasticity of demand 

Usual to have a small change in price (dP), and see what happens to the quantity 

demanded (dX)  Point Elasticity of demand is defined as e  

= Percentage change in quantity demanded 

          Percentage change in price 

 = (dP/P1)/(dX/X1)  = (dp/dx)* (X1/P1)  where  

  

(dp/dx) is the slope of the curve at point K  and is actually =  - OD/OE 
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Usually difficult to measure point price elasticity of demand 

In real life it is difficult to calculate point elasticities of demand: simply difficult to 

estimate small changes in demand for small changes in price which is what the 

expression dp/dx   actually represents (in calculus) 

 

What economists can observe is moderate price changes from P1 to P2, demand 

changing from X1 to X2. 

 

And consumer moves from point A to point B 
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If one looks at the point elasticity definition 

= (dp/dx)* (X1/P1)  

 

There is no small  dp  but price change  (P2-P1) 

There is no small dx but large change (X1-X2) 

 

So what price does one use in the denominator to calculate the percentage change in 

price?  Approximate: (P2+P1)/2 

 

And what quantity does one use to calculate the percentage change in quantity 

demanded?  Approximate: (X1+X2)/2 

 

So good approximation 
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Use arc price elasticity of demand 

 

=  [(X1-X2)/2 /((X1+X2)/2] 

  [(P1-P2)/2 /((P1+P2)/2]   

 

The 2s cancel out 

 

=  [(X1-X2)/(X1+X2)] 

 [(P1-P2) /(P1+P2)] 

 

Just move up the divisors 

 

= (X1-X2)*(P1+P2) 

 (P1-P2) * (X1+X2) 

 

Very similar to our arc income elasticity of demand. 



In your tutorial, calculate the arc elasticities  

for these price and quantity demanded data  

taken from Nicholson and Snyder: what is unusual? 

Just draw up separate columns for  

 

 
P X (P2-P1) (X2-X1) P2+P1 X2+X1 e 

20 60         

30 40         

40 30         

50 24         

60 20           



Also in your tutorial, calculate the arc elasticities for these price and 

quantity demanded data  (from Nicholson and Snyder) 

Just draw up separate columns for the revenue (P*X) and dR (the change in 

revenue). 

   

What elasticity does the maximum revenue point correspond to? 

 

 

P X (P2-P1) (X2-X1) P2+P1 X2+X1 e P*X dR 

0 100         

10 80           

20 60           

25 50           

30 40           

40 20           

50 0               



Why are price elasticities so important? 

We don’t have any price elasticity data for the Pacific, but 

 

 

Nicholson and Snyder give you a table of values 



Price elasticities of Demand 

  elastic          unit elastic               inelastic 

-X_________________________  -1______________________________0 

 

PED>-1   e.g. -0.2   demand is inelastic. 

 

PED = -1   demand is unit elastic. 

 

PED < -1  e.g. -2.5  demand is elastic. 

 

   e.g -3  demand is very elastic  



Explain the differences in price elasticities only 

Compare Food    - 0.21    with  Air travel  - 1.30  

 

Compare beer -0.26 with  wine -0.88 

 Price Elasticity Income Elasticity 
Food -0.21 +0.28 

Medical services -0.22 +0.22 

Rental housing -0.18 +1.00 

Owner-occupied                             

housing 

 

-1.20 

 

+1.20 

Electricity -1.14 +0.61 

Automobiles -1.20 +3.00 

Beer -0.26 +0.38 

Wine -0.88 +0.97 

Marijuana -1.50  0.00 

Cigarettes -0.35 +0.50 

Abortions -0.81 +0.79 

Transatlantic air travel -1.30 +1.40 

Imports -0.58 +2.73 

Money -0.40 +1.00 
 



The values for the price elasticities depend on  

(1) Availability of substitute goods 

 

(2) And the number of uses to which the good may be put 

 

For example, from much earlier studies, these were the price elasticities 

 

 Air travel - 1.1   (what’s happened over time) 

 

 Wool  - 1.32 

 Pork  - 0.45  (compare these two) 

 

 Butter  - 0.70 

 Milk  - 0.31 (compare these two) 

 



Nicholson and Snyder also explain how to estimate  

Cross Elasticities of Demand 

Which enables you to understand what happens to quantity demanded of X 

given a change in the price of Y (these have +ve values) 

 

Can see the importance of knowing these values. 

 

 Demand for  Elasticity Estimate 

Butter Margarine 1.53 

Electricity Natural gas 0.50 

Coffee Tea 0.15 

 

 



Why price elasticities important for producers? Government 

Producers: seen association with total revenue, if prices change. 

 

Important application later:  when taxes are applied to an item on sale: eg water: 

 

Of course, the producer will initially try to pass the tax on to the consumer and 

price may initially increase 

 

If the demand drops significantly- may indicate that consumers are able to 

“move away” from the taxed item to untaxed substitutes: and the producer may 

have to bear a larger proportion of the burden. 

 

If the demand does not drop significantly, then quite likely that consumers may 

have to bear a larger share of the burden.  



Food security:  why are relative prices important? 

 

 

 

 

Between 1986 and 2009, the table below gives the changes in the relative prices of rice 

compared to dalo and cassava, per kilogram, in Fiji. 

(a) what is happening to the price of rice compared to that of dalo and cassava? 

 

(b) Given the above,  what do you expect to happen ceteris paribus (i.e. all other factors 

remain the same) to the relative demand for rice and dalo, and rice and cassava. 

 

(d) What do you think explains the particular changes in relative prices? 

 

(e) List other factors which may explain why consumers may switch from dalo and 

cassava to rice? 

 

(f) How would a country counter these tendencies, if it was is interested in reversing this 

tendency? Give a range of policy measures. 

Price Rice/Price dalo Price rice/Price cassava

Av 1986 to 1990 1.60 3.66

Av 2001 to 2009 1.12 1.67

% Change -30 -54



Note: future analysis of “public goods”: 

This horizontal summation of individual demand curves only applies to “private” goods  

 

Private goods:  if consumed by one, cannot then be consumed by others. 

 

Everybody has to pay for their own consumption, which only they can enjoy, not others. 

 

But if others cannot be excluded (eg public good such as “defense”)  

 

Then “horizontal summation” will not apply  

 

eg Once defence is provided for 1 citizen, it is provided to all, whether they contribute 

any tax or not. 

 

No summation of demand curves. 

 

 


